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Abstract—The recent advancement in the automotive sector
has led to a technological explosion. As a result, the modern
car provides a wide range of features supported by state
of the art hardware and software. Unfortunately, while this
is the case of most major components, in the same vehicle
we find dozens of sensors and sub-systems built over legacy
hardware and software with limited computational capabilities.
This paper presents LOKI, a lightweight cryptographic key
distribution scheme applicable in the case of the classical in-
vehicle communication systems. The LOKI protocol stands out
compared to already proposed protocols in the literature due to
its ability to use only a single broadcast message to initiate the
generation of a new cryptographic key across a group of nodes.
It’s lightweight key derivation algorithm takes advantage of a
reverse hash chain traversal algorithm to generate fresh session
keys. Experimental results consisting of a laboratory-scale system
based on Vector Informatik’s CANoe simulation environment
demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed methodology and
its seamless impact manifested on the network.

Index Terms—Security protocols, key management, controller
area networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the automotive sector the recent technological advance-
ment and the need for more advanced features has led to a

technological explosion. The main result is that the modern car
provides a wide range of features supported by state of the art
hardware and software. Unfortunately, while this is the case for
most major components, in the same vehicle we find dozens of
sensors and sub-systems built over legacy hardware and soft-
ware with limited computational capabilities. In this context,
the integration of state of the art security mechanisms becomes
a challenging task, which requires innovative approaches.

In today’s modern vehicles the “backbone” communication
is provided by the Controller Area Network (CAN). Standard-
ised in 2003 [1], it is an International Standardization Organi-
zation (ISO) - defined communications bus that describes the
rules for exchanging data frames between devices. Given its
limitations mainly in terms of bandwidth and payload size,
recently, two main improved communication infrastructures
have been proposed. The CAN+ protocol was proposed by
Ziermann, et al. in 2009 [2], and it exploits the time between
transmissions to send additional data. More recently, in 2012,
Robert Bosch Gmbh developed the CAN with flexible data-
rate protocol (CAN-FD) [3], which brings several advantages

over CAN and CAN+, amongst which the most significant
being higher bandwidth and larger payload.

Unfortunately, while the latest advances in the CAN pro-
tocol have brought several advantages, today’s modern car
consists of a heterogeneous environment where the CAN-
FD protocol functions coexist alongside the classical CAN.
Therefore, this paper proposes a lightweight key generation
and data authentication scheme applicable in the case of the
classical CAN. The approach builds on Joshua Guttman’s
authentication tests, as formulated in [4]. The main advantage
of this approach is that it only requires a single broadcast
message in order to initiate the generation process of a
new cryptographic key for a group of Electronic Control
Units (ECUs). Experimental results consisting of a laboratory-
scale system demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed
methodology.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
2 summarized the related work relevant to the proposed proto-
col. Continuing with Section 3, the proposed key management
protocol is in depth described. Following with a discussion
on the security properties of the proposed solution in Section
4. The experimental assessments conducted and the results
obtained are presented in Section 5, and finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The field of key distribution within in-vehicle commu-
nication systems has received significant attention. Several
techniques have been developed in order to secure CAN com-
munications. Starting with the work of Herrewege, et al. [5], it
was shown that, while the CAN bus has significant limitations
in terms of payload and bandwidth, data authentication is still
achievable via Message Authentication Codes (MACs), and
more specifically the HMAC standard, alongside a counter in
order to ensure freshness and resistance against replay attacks.

By leveraging the breakthrough in the field of sensor
networks, namely the Timed Efficient Stream Loss-tolerant
Authentication protocol (TESLA) [6], B. Groza, et al. [7],
developed an approach specially tailored to the CAN protocol.
The approach integrated symmetric cryptographic functions
(i.e., MAC) for data authentication and for releasing new
session keys. Similarly to TESLA, keys are chained and
released after the authenticated frames.978-1-7281-9080-8/20/$31.00 c©2020 IEEE
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Next, we mention the more recent work of Radu and
Garcia [8], where the LeiA CAN authentication protocol was
presented. LeiA is designed to be backward compatible with
existing vehicle’s CAN infrastructure and it authenticates each
CAN frame by adding one additional frame (and new CAN
identifier) to each CAN frame. The newly added frame carries
the authentication tag and leverages a 64-bit truncated MAC.

By taking advantage of the CAN-FD protocol, Woo, et al.
[9], developed a secure communication protocol and security
architecture for CAN-FD-enabled in-vehicle systems. The ap-
proach involves data encryption (via symmetric cryptography)
and authentication (via MAC computation). However, the
additional encryption introduces significant overhead on the
CAN, which is mitigated by the assumption of CAN-FD as
underlying communication infrastructure.

Wang and Liu [10] acknowledged the importance of se-
curing gateway Electronic Control Units (ECUs), which pro-
vide various communication interfaces, including the support
for Vehicle to Internet communications. Wang’s approach is
similar to the one proposed in this work, since it focuses on
mitigating common network attacks frequently seen on the
CAN bus, by developing a security protocol at application
level. Furthermore, Wang and Liu provide useful threat anal-
ysis and attack models based on ISO 13335 Guidelines for
the Management of IT Security for the automotive networks.
In contrast to their approach, this paper documents an even
simpler key distribution scheme based on on a single message
that can be deployed via regular software updates.

III. DEVELOPED APPROACH

By taking advantage of the native properties of the the
Controller Area Network (CAN) protocol, such as, its broad-
cast communication pattern, and its multiple master/slave
design, our approach presents a specially tailored, simple, yet
effective, key distribution protocol for CAN environments. The
LOKI protocol intends not to distribute cryptographic keys in
the classic sens, but to update session or group key, without
the need of the actual transmission of the key. This is done
by leveraging a set of bootstrapped cryptographic primitives,
and by taking advantage of a reverse hash chain traversal
algorithm, namely the Speed2Pebbling algorithm. This implies
that ECUs are grouped based on their relationship with each
other, and that each group has a master ECU that is responsible
for two main operations: (i) initiating the generation of a
new session key; and (ii) responding to key synchronization
requests.

Each group is bootstrapped with a master key denoted by
KM

g , where g is the group identifier, and M denotes the
master of the respective group. The master key is a long-
term cryptographic key installed during factory setup, and it is
presumed to be hardware-protected against changes (e.g., via a
Trusted Platform Module – TPM). Similarly, each participant
in a group, is bootstrapped with the starting value of a hash
chain, and a set of intermediate hash chain values issued by
the trusted authority in the protected zone. For each group g,
the first value in the chain is considered to be the first session

key, denoted as kig , with i as a session identifier. As described
in the following section, a set of intermediate points in the
chain are used to travel in reverse the chain. This operation
servers as a key derivation function (KDF), based on which
the session or group key are generated.

There are several advantages of using Speed2Pebbling to
reverse traverse a given chain in order to generate new keys.
First, as described in the following section, the algorithm is
limited to a maximum of b hash computations per round.
Second, its complexity in terms of storage is limited to O(b),
with b being the number of intermediate hashes stored in order
to reverse traverse the chain. For example, for a hash chain of
length 25, only 5 intermediate hashes are stored.

A. Derivation of Cryptographic Keys

Hash chains were designed and introduced by Leslie Lam-
port in [11] as a technique to authenticate users to a server
over an insecure network communication channel. Hash chains
proved their usefulness not only in user authentication, but
also in lightweight, environment restricted, security proto-
cols. Based on one-way hash functions, hash chains inherit
their properties directly, such as: first and second preimage
resistance, and collision resistance to attacks. In Lamport’s
protocol, a hash chain of length n is defined as fn(x), where
x is a random secret seed used to initialized the chain. To
compute the hash chain, one must apply n hash operations on
x to obtain fn(x). For example, for length n = 1000 hash
chain, one it is required to compute 1000 hash operations on
the seed x (i.e., f1000(x)) to obtain the first value in the chain.

In order to authenticate a user to a server in the schema
developed by Lamport, the server is required to store the first
value of a hash chain of length n, meaning fn(x). The user
authenticates himself to the server by providing fn−i(x). To
verify the user’s authenticity, the server must compute i hash
operations on fn−i(x) and compare the output to the stored
value fn(x). If the values match, the user is authenticated.

Starting with the work Jakobsson [12], the problem of
forward hash chain traversal took a whole new approach. By
leveraging b intermediate points in the chain, called pebbles,
Jakobsson’s approach was able to reduce the number of hash
computations required for a given value in the chain, to
O(log2n). By extending Jakobsson’s algorithm, Schoenmaker
[13] developed a binary pebbling algorithm capable of travers-
ing in reverse a hash chain of length n = 2b. This was
done by storing only maximum b intermediate points, with the
maximum b

2 hash computations per algorithm round. In this
work we take advantage of Schoenmaker’s Speed2Pebbling
algorithm to build a lightweight key distribution protocol over
the CAN bus network.

Let Pb(x) be an algorithm that outputs in reverse the hash
chain fn

b (x) using in total b2b−1 hash operations, where n is
the chain length and b the number of pebbles stored by Pb(x).
In the present context, a pebble represents a hash value stored
with the purpose of helping Pb(x) traverse in reverse the hash
chain fn

b (x). In each round r, a pebble pb stored by Pb(x)
can have one of the following states:
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• Idle: if it’s in a round r in the interval [1, 2b−1).
• Hashing: if it’s in a round r in the interval (2b−1, 2b).
• Redundant: if it’s in a round r in the interval (2b, 2b+1).

Throughout rounds [1, 2b−1), Pb(x) produces no output at
all, only in the rounds (2b−1, 2b) hashes are outputted. If a
pebble pb becomes redundant, it is replaced by the pebbles
p0, ..., pb−1 in the course of its last 2b − 1 output rounds. In
order to maintain and determine the state of the pebbles that
should run in round r, the binary representation of a counter
c = 2b+1 − r is used. Furthermore, c is used to count the
remaining number of rounds r. As for storage, an array z of
length b is used to store the pebbles. Next, the two stages for
Pb(x) are described:

• Initial stage: During its initial stage, Pb(x) generates the
fn
b (x) chain, and stores b pebbles in z. During this stage,

a number of 2b hash operations are computed.
• Output stage: During its output stage, in each round r, a

hash value is outputted. In each round r, several pebbles
pb can run in parallel by taking turns to execute and
update their position in the chain.

Both stages of the algorithm are briefly described in the
following. For a more in depth, step by step analysis of the
method, it is recommended that the reader consults [13].

Algorithm 1: Initial stage
Input: s Secret seed

b Number of pebbles
z Array used to store the pebbles

Output: z
Function Initialization(b, z):

q ← b
y ← f(s)
i ← 2b

while i ≥ 1 do
if i = 1 << q then

z.Append(y)
q ← q − 1

y ← f(y)
i ← i− 1

return z
End Function

Algorithm 1 describes the steps to create the hash chain,
and the placement of b pebbles in array z. On the other hand,
Algorithm 2 describes the execution of the Speed2Pebbling
algorithm in a round r. First, the output h is updated. Then, us-
ing the HasZeros() function call, which checks the counter
c for trailing 0 bits, it is determined if there are redundant
pebbles that require update. If true, the redundant pebbles
are updated. Afterwards, the state of the currently running
pebble is determined and updated using the HasOnes()
function. Finally, the GetNextPebble() function is called,
traversing the binary representation of c and returning the next
hashing pebble, which is identified by a 1 bit in c.

Algorithm 2: Output stage for round r

Input: z Array used to store the pebbles
r Current round of the algorithm

Output: h Hash value outputted in round r
Function Round(z, r):

h ← z[0] Hash value that will be returned
c ← r Set c to the current r value
i ← 0 Initialize i index for redundant pebble
while HasZeros(c) do

z[i] ← z[i+ 1] Update redundant i
i = i+ 1
c = c >> 1

i = i+ 1
c = c >> 1
q = i− 1
while HasOnes(c) do

z[q] ← f(z[i]) Update current q pebble
if q �= 0 then

If q is redundant
z[q] ← f(z[q]) Update it

c ← GetNextPebble(c)
q ← i

return h
End Function

Algorithm 3: Generating a new group key
Input: z Array used to store the pebbles

r Current round of the algorithm

Output: ki+1
g New group key

Function GenerateGroupKey(z, r):
ki+1
g ← Round(z, r)
Store(ki+1

g )
t ← GetCurrentTime()
input ← kig||t||CID||g
macMg ← MAC(input,KM

g )
macMgtrunk

← Trunk(macMg , 64)
Send(macMgtrunk

)

End Function

B. Generating Fresh Cryptographic Keys

The method of generating a fresh, new group cryptographic
key, named in the following as group key, consists of a
single message that is broadcasted by the group’s master
ECU, further denoted as ECUM

g . The following message is
broadcasted by ECUM

g , to all group members denoted by
ECU∀id

g (where id is the ECU’s unique identifier):

ECUM
g → ECU∀id

g : MAC(kig||t||CID||g,KM
g ).

In the previous equation, a MAC function is computed
by ECUM

g over the current session key kig , a timestamp
t, concatenated with the message CAN identifier (CID) of
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Algorithm 4: Verification of a new group key

Input: macMgtrunk
MAC received from master

M of group g
z List of pebbles g
r Current algorithm round g

Output: ki+1
g New group key

Function VerifyGroupKey(macMgtrunk
, z, r):

t ← GetCurrentTime()
curr ← 1
while curr ≤ R do

mac ← MAC(kig||t||CID||g,KM
g )

mactrunk ← Trunk(mac, 64)
if macMgtrunk

�= mactrunk then
curr ← curr + 1
t = t+ 1

else
ki+1
g ← Round(z, r)
Store(ki+1

g )
return

if curr = R then
Synchronize()

End Function

the current frame, and the group identifier g, by leveraging
the group’s master key KM

g . This procedure is described in
Algorithm 3. First of all, ECUM

g generates a new session key
by executing Algorithm 2. Namely, the hash chain is traversed
in reverse and the next hash in the chain is used to update the
previous session key kig . To compute the previously mentioned
operation, the session key kig is concatenated with the global
timestamp, with the frame CID and the group identifier g. In
order to fit this construction in a single CAN frame, according
to the recommendations set by AUTOSAR [14] and NIST [15],
the MAC tag is truncated to 64 bits.

By broadcasting this cryptographic construction, the master
ECUM

g initiates, for each group member, the procedure for
generating the next group key.

In order to successfully verify the authenticity and integrity
of a received MAC, the synchronization of timestamps is
critical. Given that the timestamp is not sent explicitly by
ECUM

g , but it is obtained by ECUs via the time synchroniza-
tion protocol, the resolution of the timestamp needs to be in the
level of seconds. However, we observe that even so, a slight
delay in the verification can yield a difference in timestamps
of several seconds. Thus, the verification procedure, if it fails
the first time, gradually, a set of retries are executed with the
value of the timestamp t incremented by one on each attempt.
In this process, R denotes the maximum number of attempts
that a verifier ECU should go through. The optimal value for
R should be determined at system design time by the Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). This procedure is described
in Algorithm 4.

If the received MAC is successfully authenticated, the
verifier ECU proceeds to compute the next group key in the
same fashion as the master, by executing Round() algorithm
to obtain the next hash from the chain.

It is to be noted that this process can lead to miss syn-
chronization. First, in terms of timestamps, and second, in
terms of pebbles. To address these issues, we presume that
the time protocol that runs in the network conforms to the
AUTOSAR standard, thus, a time synchronization protocol
is in place. Conversely, for the pebbles, a synchronization
procedure must take place between the ECU slave, ECUS

g

and the master ECUM
g . This procedure follows a challenge-

response communication pattern that is described in the next
section.

In terms of security construction, this scheme adheres to
Joshua Guttman’s authentication tests, as formulated in [4].
More specifically, the scheme adheres to Guttman’s unsolicited
authentication test, which includes a single message. While
weaker in terms of authentication tests, the recipient can verify
the freshness and the authenticity of the message.

C. Key Synchronization Protocol

A possible scenario for the proposed protocol is that a
given ECUS

g may miss, or not receive the MAC tag sent
by ECUM

g that triggers the key generation protocol. Thus,
a synchronization protocol must exists for ECUS

g to request
the stored pebbles from ECUM

g .
The synchronization procedure consist of the following

steps:

Challenge : ECUS
g → ECUM

g : NS ||
MAC(NS ||t||CID||g,KM

g ),

Response : ECUM
g → ECUS

g : {PM
b }KM

g
||

MAC({PM
b }KM

g
||NS + 1||t||CID||g,KM

g ).

The synchronization protocol follows a challenge-response
pattern, in accordance with Joshua Guttman’s authentication
tests [4], where ECUS

g challenges ECUM
g , in the same time

while requesting the master’s pebbles. In the equations above,
NS denotes a nonce generated by the ECUS

g . In the challenge,
along with the nonce NS , a MAC tag is sent, which is
computed over the nonce, the current timestamp t, the CAN
frame identifier CID, and the group identifier g, using the
master key KM

g .
Upon receiving the challenge, ECUM

g proceeds with the
MAC verification. If successful, it responds with a series of
messages that contain the encrypted pebbles PM

b with the
master key KM

g , denoted by the operation {}. Besides this,
every encrypted pebble is transmitted together with a MAC tag
computed over the encrypted pebble {PM

b }KM
g

, the nonce NS

incremented by one, a timestamp t, the CAN identifier CID,
and, the group identifier g, by leveraging the same master
key KM

g . Once again, this construction is in accordance with
Joshua Guttman’s authentication tests [4].
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Algorithm 5: Key Synchronization

Input: KM
g Master key of group g

Output: ki+1
g New group key

Function Synchronize():
mac ← MAC(NS ||t||CID||g,KM

g )
mactrunk ← Trunk(mac, 64)
Send(< NS ,mactrunk >)
< {PM

b }KM
g
,macMgtrunk

>← Receive()
mac′ ←
MAC({PM

b }KM
g
||NS + 1||t||CID||g,KM

g )
mac′trunk ← Trunk(mac′, 64)
if mac′trunk = macMgtrunk

then
UpdatePebble(Pb, {PM

b }KM
g
,KM

g )

End Function

Here, the number of CAN messages required in order to
synchronize a slave ECUS

g with a master ECUM
g depends

on the length of the hash function used in the computation
of the hash chain, and the number of pebbles used in reverse
traversing the chain.

Upon receiving the requested pebbles, ECUS
g checks the

integrity of the MAC tag before it proceeds to update the
stored pebbles. If the MAC tag verification is successful, then
ECUS

g decrypts pebble PM
b and updates the stored pebbles.

The key synchronization is summarized in Algorithm 5.

D. Slave Authentication

It should be noted that the developed scheme offers several
notable advantages, namely: reduced number of CAN mes-
sages required to generate a new group key; a reduced impact
on the CAN bus load; and, a lightweight structure where slaves
do not respond to the master’s requests. Nevertheless, these
advantages entail that slaves are authenticated later against
their knowledge on the new group key.

To verify that the generation of the new group key ki+1
g

succeeded across all the members of the group g, ECUM
g

verifies the authenticity of incoming CAN messages from
each ECUS

g in a given time window. If ECUM
g is able to

verify the signed messages with the new group key, then,
the key distribution protocol can be considered successfully
completed.

E. Security Analysis

There are several security properties defined in the literature
[16], [17], that a group key management schema should
guarantee. Thus, such an approach should encompass the
following:

1) Forward secrecy: guarantees that even if a set of previ-
ously released set of keys are known by an adversary,
he/she is unable to discover any future group keys.

2) Backwards secrecy: similar to forward secrecy, guar-
antees that even if a set of previously released set of

keys are known by an adversary, he/she cannot discover
previously released group keys.

3) Group key secrecy: guarantees independence between
groups, by leveraging different cryptographic keys
shared among the participants, while in the same time
making it computationally infeasible for an adversary to
compromise a group key.

The first two properties, forward and backward secrecy, are
satisfied by LOKI due to the properties inherited from hash
chains. Here, it is computationally infeasible for a adversary
to try to compute a new session key, after compromising
a previously released key, due to the nature and guarantees
offered by hash functions. Furthermore, the secret seed from
which the hash chain was generated, is not known by the
communication participants, nor it can be known by the
adversary, but only by the OEM trusted authority.

The group key secrecy property is guaranteed by the possi-
bility of using a set of different cryptographic primitives for
each group. This means that each group can be bootstrapped
with a different master key KM

g , and with a different hash
chain. Consequently, even in the worse case scenario where
a group is compromised by an adversary, this event will not
affect other existing groups.

Lastly, we note that LOKI complies to the existing Secure
On Board Communication Standard developed by AUTOSAR
[14]. First, it complies in terms of key length usage, which
are at least 128-bit in length. Second, freshness is ensured by
timestamps, which are obtained via the time synchronization
protocol. Last but not least, 64-bit length truncated MAC
authentication tags are used to sign the sent CAN messages.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT

To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed key man-
agement protocol, its impact has been measured in a close
to reality simulated CAN bus, in terms of bus load for
different bus baud rates. First of all, the CAN bus network
was designed. Then, for each chosen baud rate, a base line
was measured. Finally, the proposed protocol was integrated
and ran over the same CAN bus for each baud rate chosen
and the results obtained were compared to the baseline ones.

A. Implementation Details

In order to simulate a close to reality CAN bus network,
the simulation environment CANoe/CANalyzer [18] provided
by Vector Informatik was used. In terms of implementation,
the proposed protocol was implemented using the C and
C++ programming languages. For cryptographic primitives,
the Win32 certified API was used. To run the protocol in
CANoe, a Windows Dynamic Linked Library (DLL) that
implements the CANoe programming interface was developed.
By opting to implement the CANoe programming interface as
such, the C/C++ functions have been made available to the
build-in CANoe scripting language CAPL, which was used to
program the simulated ECUs behaviour. Finally, regarding the
protocol parameters, the implementation used: a 256 bit-length
master key, a 128 bit-length secret seed, SHA-1 to compute
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TABLE I
MINIMUM, MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE BUSLOAD FOR CAN BUS RUNNING

AT 100 KBPS BAUD RATE.

Min. Busload Max. Busload Avg. Busload
LOKI and SecOC 53.06% 55.80% 55.20%
LOKI 30.87% 32.89% 32.31%
Normal 30.87% 32.54% 32.25%

the hash chain, and, 64 bit truncated HMAC using SHA-1 to
compute the message authentication tags.

In terms of network design, a single simulated CAN bus
network was considered. On this network, the Global Time
protocol was activated in order to provide the freshness values
for the protocol. Overall, three groups of ECUs have been
designed such that each group consisted of one group master
and three slave ECUs. The build-in Generator feature from
CANoe was used to periodically generate burst of CAN frames
to influence the bus load.

B. Scenario

By following the implementation and design details pre-
sented in the previous section, the experimental results were
obtained in the following manner. First, a set of bus baud
rates were chosen: 100, 125 and 250 Kbps. For each baud
rate, a busload baseline was measured in the absence of the
LOKI protocol. Afterwards, the LOKI protocol was enabled.
Every group master ECUM

g periodically, at a predefined
time, initiated the generation of a new group key. Each slave
ECU∀id

g updated accordingly its group key by following the
protocol. Subsequently, according to AUTOSAR’s SecOC (Se-
cure On Board Communication) standard, each slave ECU∀id

g

periodically sent authenticated traffic using a 64-bit truncated
MAC. Lastly, in every measurement, the Global Time protocol
was executed.

C. Results

For each baud rate, 100 Kbps, 125 Kbps, 250 Kbps, the
minimum, maximum and average busload were measured in
three different contexts. The first context refers to the CAN bus
busload in terms of normal, security protocol-free setup, which
also represents the baseline for the following experiments.
This is denoted by the term Normal in the followings.
The second context consists of running the simulation with
the LOKI protocol, and it is identified by the term LOKI
(i.e., Lightweight Cryptographic Key Management Protocol).
Finally, besides the key management protocol, an additional
measurement was conducted, where the CAN frames sent
by ECUs were sent in parallel with truncated MAC tags, as
specified by AUTOSAR SecOC.

Tables I, II, III summarize the results of the conducted
experiments. As shown here, the impact of the developed
scheme on the overall traffic is reduced. Namely, the additional
CAN bus load rounds in the average at maximum 1%. This
is owed to the additional CAN messages, which have been
added to the system are part of the developed security scheme.
The additional increase of the CAN bus load in the case

TABLE II
MINIMUM, MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE BUSLOAD FOR CAN BUS RUNNING

AT 125 KBPS BAUD RATE.

Min. Busload Max. Busload Avg. Busload
LOKI and SecOC 42.45% 44.64% 44.15%
LOKI 24.70% 26.31% 25.86%
Normal 24.70% 26.03% 25.80%

TABLE III
MINIMUM, MAXIMUM AND AVERAGE BUSLOAD FOR CAN BUS RUNNING

AT 250 KBPS BAUD RATE.

Min. Busload Max. Busload Avg. Busload
LOKI and SecOC 21.23% 22.32% 22.08.%
LOKI 12.35% 13.15% 12.93%
Normal 11.67% 12.10% 12.03%

of activating the SecOC is owed to the fact that, after the
execution of the proposed key distribution scheme, each CAN
frame is authenticated by a truncated MAC. More specifically,
according to SecOC, in the present experiment, for each CAN
frame an additional CAN frame was sent, which contained the
authentication tag.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we designed and implemented the LOKI
protocol. LOKI provides a lightweight key management pro-
tocol, which is backwards compatible with the Control Area
Networks protocol. By taking advantage of a reverse hash
chain algorithm in order to generate new session or group
keys, LOKI minimizes the overhead on the communication
bus, while maintaining the normal operation of the in-vehicle
communication systems. The measurements prove the viability
of key management protocol proposed in the current work.

As future work, our intent is to implement the LOKI
protocol in a real CAN test-bed, that contains similar hardware
with the hardware found in Electronic Control Units (ECUs)
and measure its performance more accurately. Furthermore,
we observed that certain improvements can be made in order
to reduce the overhead brought by the pebble synchronization
protocol. Here, we intend to develop a method of synchroniza-
tion that eliminates the need for the actual transmission of the
pebbles. To this end, if a slave ECU is able to communicate
the state of it’s hash chain to a master, in response, the master
could determine in relation with it’s chain state the number
of rounds required by the slave to be computed in order to
synchronize itself with the group. Consequently, this would
fully eliminate the need for transmission of any information
regarding the key management protocol, and, it would further
reduce the bus overhead.
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